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his month’s Zoom meeting is Friends against Scams. Augusta Cook-Overy
CCBIS will talk about how we can all keep our money safe and secure by
learning what to look out for when confronted by possible scams. What
are the current trends? And what are the current tactics which fraudsters are
using? We will also learn some simple actions that all of us can take to protect
ourselves.
Augusta has over 9 years banking experience with the NatWest Group. She is a
member of the Chartered Banking Institute, which includes over 4 years as one of
the Bank’s first Community Bankers, specifically focusing proactively on helping
customers to protect what they have spent a lifetime working to accrue.
Derek Carpenter
Monthly Zoom talk: Tuesday 28 September at 2pm

Friends against scams

newsletter

Eruditio et
Amicitia

F

riends Against
Scams is a
National Trading
Standards Scams
Team initiative, which
aims to protect and
prevent people from
becoming victims of
scams by empowering
people to take a stand
against scams.
▪ Scams cost the UK
economy £5-£10
Billion a year
▪ 53% of people over
65 have been
targeted by scams
▪ Only 5% of scams
are reported
▪ Our statistics
indicate that the
average scam victim
has lost over £3000

The Short view
I

t has been good to see so many of our groups are up and

offers of help with the various projects we are working on -

running again, showing what a vibrant organisation we are.

we are as you know a small group and could do with some

I have been a little concerned about the falling numbers

help. Please let me know it you are willing.

logging into our monthly zoom meetings - l am hoping that

It was so good to see the pictures of our very successful,

this is due to everyone being out and about over the

but long awaited trip to the borders - l went on my own

summer - enjoying time with family and friends or even tak-

holiday last week - and hopefully will have an opportunity

ing a holiday. It would be really helpful to understand the

to practise my rather rudimentary Welsh - so let us enjoy

reasons so please tell me your views.

what is left of the summer
Chrys Short

We will offer a zoom meeting in September but for October
we are planning our first face to face meeting (Assuming
that the proposed 'circuit breaker' lockdown does not prevent this) Whatever happens we will be offering a zoom option for all our meetings this year and into next year too.
The committee would welcome any offers to join us or
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Join us on Facebook for up to the
minute news and to link with other
members and chat.
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Hitting the reset button: groups
build a new normal after the crisis
T

he walking group is back! Last month twelve of us
plus three adopted ramblers met at The Green in

West Peckham. The weather was kind, and I remembered
the route, yes that is true!
We walked through the fields and woods to Hadlow and
back, finishing at the pub for a well earned pint.
Next month we are walking along the Loose valley.
So third Wednesday at 10am, give us a try if you are up
for six miles. Good Walking.
Shaun Gurteen

Walking back to happiness
Book Club 1
Do you enjoy reading books and discussing them with your friends? If so,
you might like to join our book group.
Book Group 1 has room for one or two
new members and we would be
pleased to welcome you. We meet,
usually in West Malling, on the second
Monday afternoon of every month to
chat about our chosen book. For
further details email: 01732 885021. or
valerie.willsher@gmail.com
Valerie Willsher

Croquet
The group meet each Tuesday morning during the summer season at the K
Sports Centre, Station Road, Ditton.
Mallets, balls and coaching are provided as well as a friendly bunch of
people to welcome you.
Play normally commences in May
and extends to September however
this year has been a little different and
now continues to October. Green fees

remain at £5 per person per morning.
Carole Shepherd

Discussion Group 1
The discussion group has only reconvened in August. Because of the
very nature of discussion requiring
ideas and opinions going back and
forth Zoom wasn’t really an ideal
format for our very lively discussions
so we decided to wait until restrictions were lifted. We have 8 members
at the moment 2 men and 6 women.
We really need some extra men (with
opinions etc) to join us to balance out
our gender level but the men who
come really hold their own in every
discussion. We discuss anything and
everything. Nothing is off limits and
sometimes we are not very pc. This is
acceptable within the group. It is very
interesting to hear other people’s
views on any given subject and it
makes you think about your own views
and even change your thinking.
We meet once a month on the 3rd
Tuesday and it’s a very friendly group.

strictions have enabled individuals to
pursue their individual research quite
profitably! We have nevertheless had
two successful meetings this year, the
most recent being the 7th September
2021 when we returned to our original
venue, the Ryarsh Village Hall.
We are a fairly small but inclusive
group which has been established
since the original U3A Malling was
setup and do welcome new members
throughout the full range of knowledge
and expertise from ‘beginners’ to ‘expert’.
Our next meeting is planned to be
again at Ryarsh Village Hall on Tuesday
5th October starting at our usual time
of 2.00pm. If you are considering joining this group, perhaps you would contact the undersigned in advance, for
further details, of our first meeting of
the new U3A year.
Kevin Johnson 01622 762547 or
email: johnsonkevinp@gmail.com

/contd p3

Jean King

Genealogy Group
Meeting up has obviously been restricted until recently albeit Covid re-
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Possible startup: Theatre History
This is potentially a new group. Whether it goes ahead will depend on take up. The exact format for each session is up
for discussion but would probably run along these lines. Each month a member of the group would undertake research on a topic of Theatre History e.g. Greek and Roman Theatre, Famous Actors of the 19th Century, The History of
a London Theatre etc. At the session, the topic would be presented followed by a group discussion. We would meet on
the last Tuesday of the month at 10.30. If this appeals to you, please email pandfbundell46@btinternet.com leaving
your name and email address to register your interest. If there are enough numbers, I will send out further details as
soon as possible.
Fiona Bundell

Makers of History 1
We meet on the first Tuesday of the
month at 10.15am and at the moment
have 9 members. This August was the
first time, for 17 months, that we had a
face-face meeting in a member’s
home and we hope to continue this in
houses that have room to satisfy social
distancing.
During the pandemic there was a
consensus amongst the group not to
“meet” on Zoom, but we have been in
contact on a monthly basis via e-mail.
The format of our meetings luckily lent
itself to this, as we usually have a rota
with each member taking a turn in
presenting their chosen topic to the
rest of the group. We have quite a
loose interpretation of “Makers of History” – either choosing a particular
person, a significant event or a general
subject such as the “History of the
Garden”. Via e-mail we have had various contributions over the last few
months from “Riots, revolts and rebellions in Kent” to Ebenezer Howard, the
founder of the Garden City movement.
Our next meeting will take on a
slightly different format in that each
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member will present a 5 -10 minute
piece on a general chosen subject; this
time on “Influential books in history.”
In the past a summer outing has
been arranged to such places as Allington Castle or The Red House at
Bexley and this may be something that
can be reinstated in the future.
Beth Minall

Makers of History 2
'The Makers of History 2' group is
seeking new members; we take turns
to talk about people we feel merit a
'makers of history' label; we use a wide
definition! we've been doing 2 people
per session recently so talks can be
short(er),about 15 mins. We've met via
Zoom in lockdown, but will be having
some face-to-face or mixed meetings
from October. We'd welcome some
new ideas.
John Russell

Latin Group
Our group began in 2013 and we
have covered most basic grammar. We
continue to add to this, improve our
vocabulary and enjoy stories of the
Roman people and their culture.
We use the well illustrated Cambridge Latin Course (book IV)
for translations and classical background, and Oulton's Latin Course
book II and III together for grammar .
During the pandemic we "met" successfully once a fortnight using Zoom
and now we meet in Member's homes
again. We meet fortnightly on Fridays
at 10am.
Rosemary Lea

Music Appreciation Group
We have only just started to resume
our monthly meetings - listening to
music over Zoom didn't appeal to any
of us so we didn't meet for 18 months,
but we are now functioning again,
meeting monthly on the 2nd Tuesday
afternoon in members' homes, so we
would be glad to see new members.
We take it in turns to choose and introduce a programme of recorded
music, and this can be classical, /p4
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jazz, or anything else. So over the past
few years we have listened to music as
diverse as Smetana’s Ma Vlast, a
Schubert song cycle, Queen’s Bohemian Rhapsody, and Chris Watford’s
Chicago Feetwarmers. All of us who go
value the variety of music that we hear
and, in the spirit of U3A, it encourages
us to make new musical discoveries
which we can then carry on exploring
on our own.
So if you would like to come and join
us you will be very welcome - just get
in touch. We won’t ask you to present
a programme immediately, unless you
want to of course; you can enjoy
others’ choices for a few months first.
Chris Almond: cdalmond@aol.com
or 01732 886440

Poetry 2
We all participate in finding poems
on a theme which may include a particular poet or topic and then reading
these out to each other in the group.
We enjoy discussing the poems,
learning about the poets’ lives and
reminiscing about poetry from childhood as well as discovering new poets
/ poems along the way. It is enjoyably
entertaining and thought provoking.
Zoom meetings have taken place during these strange times but we will
soon be meeting in person again over
the next few months.
Carole Shepherd

Walk London’s last 18 months
For an active group whose purpose
is to walk and explore different parts of
London each month, the arrival of
Covid in March 2020 bringing lockdown and restrictions was a sad blow.
Three quarters of the group are original
members who have been walking to-
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Stellated strollers:
Walk London 1 inaugral walk, May 2015
Royal Academy courtyard, Mayfair

gether since the very first walk took
place round Mayfair in May 2015.
To keep everyone in touch a monthly
round robin started in April 2020; containing contributions of news, views
and the occasional article this was
emailed to everyone in the group.
With some easing and the introduction
of the “Rule of 6” in the summer, local
walks of 6 people were planned giving
members the chance to catch up with
some of the friends they hadn’t seen
for months. When the weather started
to deteriorate and the prospect of a
second lockdown loomed, monthly
Zoom meetings started with members
taking it in turns to give an illustrated
talk relating to London.
The arrival of some limited but very
welcome freedom in the spring (2021)
gave us the opportunity to start
catching up with family and friends. It
was therefore agreed that Zoom and
the monthly round robin had served
their purpose and they finished in
June. In late June we resumed our
local walks and started to think about
returning to London in September.
The Way Forward
In August the view of group
members about returning to London
was canvassed and the result was
split; half the group was happy to return to London but the other half did
not feel ready to commit to that yet.
However, some useful suggestions
were put forward how we could restart
our walks while respecting everyone’s

opinion. We shall therefore, until the
start of next year, walk London and
walk a local town of interest on alternate months with both walks open to
all group members.
So, we are London bound once again,
and it was a very happy band that
travelled there by main line train on a
sunny day in early September meeting
up near Blackfriars. From there we had
a very interesting walk round part of
the City, buses and the underground
were avoided and lunch was eaten
outside in the sunshine. Everyone
thoroughly enjoyed the day and noone felt uncomfortable. In October we
shall visit a local town of interest and
then in November it will be a London
walk again. As for 2022 – who knows
? We are making tentative plans
which may have to be adjusted, but we
will keep our fingers crossed.
Philippa Hayden

Writing Workshop
The Writing Workshop meets on the
second Wednesday of the month at
10.30 in Teston. We look at the various
elements of Creative writing e.g. Characterisation, Plot Structure, A Sense of
Place, Creating Mood and Atmosphere,
Editing etc. Short exercises as well as
longer pieces are set which we then
discuss during the sessions.
The sessions are designed to be fun
as well as informative and should improve the impact of your writing.
Places are limited so that everyone’s
writing can be shared in the sessions.
If you would like to join the group
please email me at
pandfbundell46@btinternet.com leaving your name and email address.
Fiona Bundell
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by Anne Sargent

Funnies supplied

Anne’s knee slappers
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